SEE FOG
IN A NEW
LIGHT

INTRODUCING

A REFRESHING TAKE
ON CITY LIGHTS

WHERE NATURE
AND URBAN DESIGN
GO HAND IN HAND
Luuma X Fog combines elegance and
stunning eﬀects to forge spectacular
urban art and a refreshing infrastructure.

GET REVITALIZED
WHILE STAYING DRY
Luuma X Fog uses a special stainless steel high-pressure fog
nozzle to create billions (yes, billions) of ultra-ﬁne droplets that
are 1/10” the diameter of a human hair. These technologies
allow you to be refreshed without being soaked. Ultimately,
the droplets scatter more light and create denser, whiter fog.

ONE WITH MOTHER NATURE
Our eco-friendly technology recreates a natural environment
for your urban area. Luuma X Fog uses 78 times less water than
a regular fountain jet and 225 times less than a regular splash
pad jet.* It also ensures optimal water savings, using only
0.128 gallons of water per minute.

FOG HAS NEVER BEEN
SO ENLIGHTENING
Lumca and Soucy Aquatik join forces to design amazing
fog eﬀects.

UNDER PRESSURE

This is what happens when light meets water to create a work
of art. Introducing Luuma X Fog, a striking innovation from
the combined expertise of Lumca and Soucy Aquatik.

Luuma X Fog’s systems use only the highest quality ceramic
plunger pump units. They operate at very low speeds
to avoid excessive noise and vibrations. This system ensures
low maintenance and long pump life.

Creating a mystic ambiance that is both subtle and reﬁned,
Luuma X Fog indulges your senses by designing a unique
experience that will dazzle citizens and visitors alike.

MULTIFACETED AND INTERACTIVE
Fog is always moving and changing to create special eﬀects.
Using a time switch or a magic eye will allow you to personalize
your Luuma X Fog in order to create interaction with its
surroundings. Use Luuma X Fog in urban parks and zoos,
or in any landscape to shape vibrant experiences.

EMBRACE
THE FOG.
IMAGINE IT. CREATE IT.
Highly versatile and customizable, Luuma X Fog
will let your imagination ﬂy. Follow your senses,
create aesthetic marvels, and enjoy the show.

LIGHTING LIFE

* Based on an average fountain jet using 10 gallons per minute
and a regular splash pad jet using 30 gallons per minute.

DESIGNED FOR OPTIMAL
PERFORMANCE—AND EFFECTS
Combining both theatrical fog eﬀects and a new way for outdoor cooling,
Luuma X Fog is ideal for urban parks, botanical gardens and other
recreational areas. Awaken people’s senses even further by adding
wonderfully scented essential oils that can emanate from the lights.
Modular and completely customizable, Luuma X Fog is oﬀered in a variety
of diﬀerent heights and angled heads. You can even create impressive
arches for maximum eﬀect! Our high-quality stainless steel nozzles are
directly inserted into our bollards for a clean, slick look.

CUSTOMIZABLE / ECO-FRIENDLY / CHEMICAL-FREE
EASY MAINTENANCE / NO RESIDUE / LONG PUMP LIFE
INEXPENSIVE TO OPERATE
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